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given its proper measure of appreciation by the combined judgment of the leaders
of several progressive political parties in the country, such as the Indian National
Congress, the Hindu Mahasabha, a section of the Moslem League, the Liberal
Federation, the Sikh League and others, in the statement issued by them in reply-
thereto.
The Hindu Mahasabha welcomes this pronouncement as it reads Into it the
dawn of the day demonstrating unequivocally the assertion of popular voice over
the might and arrogance of the bureaucracy. As a responsivist I welcome the
announcement.
I also welcome it for the reason that though religious disturbances between
Hindus and Moslems have been magnified into an insurmountable obstacle in the
way of Swaraj still the British Government in their shrewd and farsighted stateman-
ship have done exactly the same thing which they should have done to meet the
demands of the situation and to dispel the cob-webs of the groundless fear. It is
selfless nationalism of the Hindu-Mahasabha and the prestige of the Congress
tempered with their statesmanly desire to go a great way to meet the Moslem
demands—so far of course as not to transgress the farthest bounds of Indian
nationalism—that we have to thank for this desirable change of angle in the imperial
vision of our foreign rulers.
As for Sangathan it has two aspects, rone socio-religious and the other political
From the socio-religious point of view Sangathan means creation of organic
unity between the different castes of Hindu society, so that the fissiparous
caste-system may find self-immolation in the unifying of the Dharma-
shastric Chaturvarnya out of which it has arisen in the past. Our
Dharmashastras amply provide for it and I appeal to the learned Brahmins who
are the natural leaders of the Hindu community to study the Dharmasastra from
this point of view and to come out to give a bold lead to the people in the matter.
As for the political aspect of the Sangathan, it is no less vital. We are struggling
for Swaraj, but the bureaucracy has a standing objection that no one has a
right to aspire for Swaraj who has not developed the capacity of
defending and retaining it when attained. Scrutinising the inherant
capabilities from this point of view of the two main communities of India
one has to admit that the Moslems not being encumbered with the caste'systera of
the kind which has taken such firm hold of the "Hindu society have greater capabi-
lities than the Hindus for the defence of Swaraj.
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Among Indians, the Hindus who form a large majority of the population recpTO
to be trained with special care and attention owing to the deficiency inhei^t m
the community because of its present caste-ridden sociology. Mahomedans l«?ie
no caste system in them and therefore every able-bodied young Mahomjedan is a
potential soldier, and as such a little training is enough to make him fit to fight for
the country, for his religion and culture more efficiently than an average Hindp
can do. Thus the Moslems are miles ahead of the Hindus in this respect. In the
case of the Hindus a special effort is needed to instil into their minds the spirit of
warfare so that they might be in a position to take their due share in t&e de
of India and the Empire in proportion to their numbers ; because the ,tite
already approached when the English people alone would not be taa'
defend the country at times of emergency without the trained co-oferattott of
Hindus and Mussalmans. The question therefore tefore, the Hiaete Mafeasa|*fea is
how to quicken the latent martial spirit in ami. i*aw to arraage> &X£m suitable tram-
ing to Hiadtas to fit them; for effective co-opera tioit with tbe E^fisfi people wfien an
emergency arises. With this object in tow, ^ efforts of t&e Hindu Mafeksafolia are
being directed towards the establishment of gymnasiums wliere the boys will b«
trained in wrestling, lathi play, sword pla^r, military drill* rifle practice and the
indigenous exercises and arts of selMetoce ; so that if boys are trained in this
fashion from 12 till so years of age t&ej can be recruited in times of emergency and
made into gjood soldiers with intensified training of a few months after recruitmeisyt
This is, in brief, the idea of tibe MAasfcHia of physical training, military drill
rifle practice, particularly amoag tlie

